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The Houses that Juan Built.

W

e are all familiar with the
Greek tragedy, but now
Spain, which contributes
11.3 percent to eurozone GDP, is
being thrust into the spotlight.
Ironically, of all the nations that
joined the monetary union at inception, only Spain met every criterion.
Spain’s current difficulties, in our
view, stem from a faulty political organization where power is dispersed
among the central government, 17
autonomous communities, and two
autonomous cities. These regional
governments are responsible for the
administration of schools, universities, health, social services, culture,
urban and rural development and, in
some cases, policing, and more importantly the funding thereof.
Under this "system of autonomies"
(Estado de las Autonomías),the central
government accounts for only 18 percent of public spending; the regional
governments 38 percent, the local
councils 13 percent, and the social-security system the remaining 31 percent. As a result of this extraordinary
devolution of power, regional political
leaders borrowed cheaply and spent
huge sums without regard to the ﬁnancial consequences.
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A cynic might observe that the political leaders were buying their reelections. Moreover, many of these
same politicians owned and operated
the savings banks (cajas) that lent the
money to developers to build houses.
A caja is a ﬁnancial institution that

specializes in accepting savings deposits and granting home loans much
like an American savings and loan or
UK building society. Their original aim
was to create the habit of thrift
amongst the poor but they have
evolved to compete with and now
(Continued on next page)
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rival commercial banks. The cash they
needed to do this came from richer EU
nations like Germany via the eurozone transfer mechanism illustrated
above.
Adding to the irony is the fact
that even as non-Spanish banks cut
funding lines to the cajas, they were
still able to access the same funding,
this time from the European Central
Bank (ECB), the very place the savings rich banks deposited the cash
returned from Spanish banks!
When the real estate boom became a bust, the loans went bad and
the
cajas
became
insolvent.
Furthermore, the social outcome was
an explosion in unemployment across
the country as construction workers,
many of whom were seduced into the
trades from other jobs like agriculture,
were made redundant. As a side note,
many Spanish workers are hired on a
contract basis since the cost of redundancy is prohibitive owing to stringent
labour regulations. As the recession
took hold, Spain’s unemployment rate
rose to 26 percent and for those under
30, half are unemployed.
The collapse of the construction
boom and the resulting rise in nonperforming loans at the banks and
cajas drove the Spanish Government
to implement certain measures in an
attempt to contain the damage:
• First, Madrid adopted stringent
austerity measures to reduce the
budget deficit,
• Secondly, the central government
enacted new laws reining in the
power of the autonomous communities to manage their fiscal policy,
the same way Brussels is reining in
the eurozone members, by transferring most of the responsibility to
the central government.
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Madrid, Spain

Ironically, of all the nations that joined
the monetary union at inception,
only Spain met every criterion.
• Thirdly, Spain requested and
Brussels agreed to extend a €100
billion loan, (at three percent interest rather than six which is where
Spain currently borrows in the market), directly to Spanish banks to
cover the loan losses and stabilise
the ﬁnancial system. This last is
both clever and important because
if the funds are lent from the
European Financial Stability Facility
(EFSF) then the debt ranks pari
passu*, meaning that the EFSF is
treated as any other private lender.
If however, the European Stability
Mechanism (ESM) funds the loan,
the debt becomes senior to all other
debt holders.
Much research on the subject indicates that €100 billion is sufﬁcient
to recapitalize Spain’s troubled banks.

BOTTOM LINE:
We are still comfortably underweight
Europe in our portfolios. Nevertheless,
we have been reducing our underweight to the region and our interest is
supported by a recent Credit Suisse report that lays out four macro (contrarian) indicators supporting an
increased allocation to Continental
European equities:
1. Relative fund flows suggest investor capitulation on Continental
Europe, as three month annualised
net flows into the region are a negative 20 percent.
2. Analyst recommendations are very
bearish.
3. Continental European equities are
oversold and
4. European cyclicals price performance relative to US cyclicals is
close to 30-year lows.

* A Latin phrase meaning “equal footing” that describes situations where two or more assets, securities, creditors or obligations are equally managed
without any display of preference.

Strategy Wrap

Common Law –
The real Empire where the sun never sets

Equities

R

egionally we reduced our positions in the emerging
markets of China and Brazil and increased exposure in the US, UK, and Scandinavian countries. On a
sector basis, we decreased our exposure to the more
growth orientated Consumer Discretionary sector in
favour of the more defensive Consumer Staples sector.
We entered into a position in Cerner Corp. which is the
largest stand-alone health care information technology
provider. Cerner receives 87 percent of the company’s
revenues from the US, helping to insulate earnings
from falling foreign currencies versus the US dollar in
times of market stress. We maintained our signiﬁcant
weighting in high-quality dividend paying stocks that
yield over three percent.

T

he British Empire may have disappeared but its
inﬂuence lingers on through the legal system
used by mainly “Anglo” countries (the red bits on
the map) called Common Law. Created by the Magna
Carta in 1215 and perpetuated through the centuries
by legal precedent and the jury system, under common
law “generally everything is permitted that is not expressly prohibited in law”. The law of trusts and the
principal of “equity” (the principle of natural justice)
are only known under common law.
The competing legal system used by large tracts of
the rest of the non-Islamic world (the blue bits) is Civil
Law, a system based on Roman, law largely updated
by Napoleon, that in essence prohibits everything except what is speciﬁcally allowed by speciﬁc law.
Capitalism thrives in a common law environment.
The proﬁt motive drives things forward because innovators have the freedom to try new things. Structural
rigidities in labour, ﬁnance and economics (to name
but three things) are more onerous in civil law countries. What is more, governments in civil law countries
know it and resent it. Witness France’s recent attacks
on the UK’s dominance in ﬁnance by trying to institute
an EU wide ﬁnancial transaction tax.
It could also be argued that the restrictions of a
civil law structure have hampered European nations
to the point where raising the retirement age in
Greece from 53 or from 60 to 62 in France for example
is well nigh impossible. Traditional socialist principles
are far too well embedded in European mindsets. This
therefore blocks potential capital inflows into the region even now when it is sorely needed.
BIAS is over-weight holdings of both bonds and
equities in common law countries where the legal system encourages dynamism and innovation, factors
sorely needed in today’s slowing global economy.

Fixed Income

W

e trimmed our exposure to ﬁnancial issuers in the
Second Quarter by reducing our holdings of inﬂation-linked bonds as several banks faced credit-rating
downgrades and our inﬂation outlook was subdued.
The proceeds were invested in US Treasuries and investment grade corporate bonds maturing in three-toﬁve years. We chose to hold duration in line with that
of our benchmark and positioned our corporate bonds
on the shorter-end of the yield curve where they offered relatively better returns, whereas our Treasury
holdings had longer maturities. We kept our positions
in better-yielding Canadian dollar and Norwegian
krone-denominated bonds.

Currencies

W

hile our positions in the Canadian dollar,
Australian dollar, and Norwegian krone remain unchanged, we were fully hedged on the krone and aussie
as commodities plummeted over the Second Quarter.
The Canadian dollar position is half hedged and we look
to cover the rest if the loonie ﬂirts with parity against
the US dollar. Prudence dictated that we hedge most of
our euro exposure as ﬁnancial conditions in the eurozone worsened in the quarter. Although we assess the
market daily, all of our forward currency contracts mature in the Third Quarter 2012.
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Certain statements contained within this literature are forward looking
statements including, but not limited to, statements that are predications
of or indicate future events, trends, plans, or objectives. Undue reliance
should not be placed on such statements because by their nature they
are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results
could differ materially from projected results due to numerous factors,
many of which are beyond our control.

Global Equities Fund
Management Commentary

Risk:

low

high

The BIAS Global Equities Fund returns lagged the benchmark in the
Performance
Second Quarter 2012. Overall, sector allocation helped performance, but weak returns from stock selection and the overweight to
Performance
Q2/12
1-Year
2-Year
3-Year
Since Incept.
Germany cost the portfolio dearly. The overweight to Materials,
(Annualized) (Annualized) (Annualized)
Energy, and Technology sectors dragged on results. Recall that the
latter sectors are levered to global growth, a condition now in ques- Equities Fund -8.09% -9.66%
5.08%
6.87%
-3.03%
tion given recent economic data. Fortunately, our exposure to
-5.83% -8.00%
8.49%
8.62%
-2.81%
Discretionary, Telecom, and Utilities helped returns, as did our hold- Benchmark
ings in quality dividend paying stocks. Recall that the fund changed Benchmark:* S&P Global 1200 Index
Inception Date: December 29, 2006
benchmarks on 31 March to the S&P Global 1200 Index.
*Prior to April 1, 2012 benchmark was FTSE World Equity Index.

Global Balanced Fund
Management Commentary
The BIAS Global Balanced Fund returns lagged the blended benchmark in the Second Quarter 2012 despite the Fund’s neutral allocation between equities and ﬁxed income. Whilst equity selection
and the overweight to Germany hurt results, sector allocation mitigated the damage. Canadian dollar-denominated utility stocks delivered positive absolute performance as did our holdings in AT&T
and Vodafone. On the ﬁxed income component, bond duration was
roughly neutral to the benchmark however, exposure to Canadian
dollar and Norwegian krone denominated bonds weighed on results owing to currency depreciation against the US dollar.

Risk:

high

low

Performance
Performance

Q2/12

1-Year

2-Year
(Annualized)

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

Balanced Fund -4.44%

-5.17%

5.21%

6.10%

0.54%

-3.09%

-2.90%

6.77%

7.15%

1.00%

Benchmark

Benchmark: Blended Composite* **

Inception Date: December 29, 2006

*60% S&P Global 1200 Index/ 20% Citigroup 1-3Yr Treas. Index/ 20% Citigroup 3-7 Yr Treas. Index
** Prior to April 1, 2012 benchmark was FTSE World Equity Index.

Short Duration Income Fund
Management Commentary
The BIAS Short Duration Income Fund’s negative performance was due to exposure to Canadian dollar and Norwegian
krone denominated bonds as these currencies depreciated
against the US dollar and our currency exposure was not
fully hedged. The Fund’s corporate bond holdings were ﬂat
in the quarter and did not keep up with the Treasury rally.
The Fund’s longer-dated Treasuries performed well as bond
prices rose more in the three-to-ﬁve year maturity range relative to shorter-dated maturities.

Risk:

high

low

Performance
Performance

Q2/12

Short Duration -0.26%
Benchmark

0.20%

1-Year

2-Year
(Annualized)

3-Year

Since Incept.

(Annualized)

(Annualized)

-0.89%

0.56%

1.83%

2.06%

0.77%

1.20%

1.56%

3.31%

Benchmark: Citigroup 1-3yr Treas Index

Inception Date: December 29, 2006
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Past Performance is not indicative of future results. Please note that the investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed,
may be worth more or less than their original cost; and that current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted.
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